
7 Nights 
Group Travel Program
Corfu Escape
 



Corfu is also known as the 'Garden Isle' due to its

spectacular natural beauty and outstanding charm. 

Its history and culture go back nearly 3000 years

and are as interesting as they are cosmopolitan. 

 

 



Day 1: Corfu Escape
 



We welcome you at Corfu International Airport and take you to
your selected hotel in modern, air-conditioned coaches.

Dinner at the hotel

DAY 1  Morning

Evening



Day 2: Corfu Escape
 



Enjoy a full-day guided tour visiting  spectacular Palaiokastritsa, 
 Lakones with its wonderful views,  Angelocastro (Byzantine
Castle) and finally Kassiopi with its charming fishing harbour,
tavernas and shops. 

Dinner at the hotel

DAY 2  Morning

Evening



Day 3: Corfu Escape
 



Our Half-day tour starts from Kanoni to enjoy a spectacular view
of Mouse Island. After a short drive we reach historic Mon Repos
with its spacious gardens and then arrive in the UNESCO World
Heritage Site of Corfu Town to witness the unique architecture as
we stroll along the charming lanes and piazzas.

Dinnner at the hotel.

DAY 3  Morning

Afternoon

Evening

At leisure



Day 4: Corfu Escape
 



A private, full-day mini-cruise to the nearby island of Paxos. First
stop is to explore the Blue Caves and then we sail to the small
island of Antipaxos, where we can swim at its crystal,
aquamarine waters before reaching picturesque Paxos with its
charming narrow streets.

Dinner at the hotel

DAY 4  Morning

Evening



Day 5: Corfu Escape
 



Free at leisure

Dinner at the hotel

DAY 5  Morning

Evening



Day 6: Corfu Escape
 



 A full-day guided tour in the south passing through small
villages. After a peaceful walk in an ancient olive grove we taste
olive oil and learn about its  health protecting qualities. Then we
drive to the long sandy beach of Marathias for a refreshing swim
away from the crowds.
 

Dinner at the hotel
 
 

DAY 6  Morning

Evening



Day 6: Corfu Escape
 



Free at leisure

Dinner at the hotel

DAY 7  Morning

Evening



Transfers to the airport
DAY 8  Morning



 

3 par. Georgaki str., Corfu, Greece
T: 0030 26610 39279
E: info@crystaltravel.gr
I: crystaltravel.gr


